Fiscal Year 2013
Rapid Response Grant Awardees

Berkshire Community College

Berkshire Community College will be offering a newly-developed accelerated Technical Certificate program in Medical Coding in direct response to the needs of Berkshire Health Systems, one of Berkshire County’s largest employers. This certificate is part of a continuum of stackable credentials ranging from a non-credit medical coding certificate program to an A.S. Degree in Business Careers (Health Information Management Option). The accelerated certificate requires only 17 credits and is designed to be completed by working adults within 12 months. The curriculum was initially developed as part of the Transformation Agenda project. Funding through the Rapid Response Initiative will enable BCC to pilot the credit-bearing certificate for a cohort of students who will be graduating from the non-credit Medical Coding option this spring. The program will also be open to other participants including unemployed or dislocated workers who may be interested in this exciting career field.

Bunker Hill Community College

Bunker Hill Community College proposes to work to respond to explicit requests from major healthcare employers throughout metro Boston to improve healthcare students’ interpersonal and intercultural communication skills—which are essential in the healthcare workplace. The development of the course is in response to several clinical partners’ indications that some healthcare students completing their clinical rotations at their institutions would benefit from improvement in language, interpersonal presentation, and other communication and soft skills necessary to effectively interact with patients and their colleagues. The course will be offered to 250 students and will allow them to be prepared in time for their clinical internships with employers.

Cape Cod Community College

Cape Cod Community College will be working with a consortium of five health care providers to provide industry contextualized curriculum in basic information technology skills and written communication skills for health care workers. This training will allow participating employers to meet the needs presented by the shift to the use of Electronic Medical Records. The project will train incumbent workers, and will allow those workers to develop a more marketable skill set and increase accuracy and efficiency for the employers.
Greenfield Community College

Greenfield Community College will be working with a consortium of employers providing long term heath care who have identified a need for training in the Elder Care space, given the specialized needs of the older population with which they work. The project will include both expanded training for CNA’s as well as a modified program for both students in GCC’s credit nursing program as well as practitioners seeking non-credit continuing education. The project is meeting a critical need for employers working with this population, and also ensures that employees are acquiring a valuable new credential.

MassBay Community College

MassBay Community College will be working in partnership with Web Industries, an employee owned advanced manufacturing company based in Holliston. Web Industries assists other companies in the process of bringing their products to market through offering state-of-the-art conversion services for flexible materials. MassBay has worked with Web Industries to identify the educational needs of its incumbent employees. In response to the needs, MassBay will provide enhanced onsite training for current employees, which will consist of ESL, introductions to technology, team building, basic math, computer workshops, and statistics. Anticipated training outcomes include potential changes in employment status, upgrades, wage increases, and career mobility.

Middlesex Community College

Middlesex Community College will be working in partnership with Lowell General Hospital for a training that they have requested for English as a Second Language for the healthcare environment. This training will be tailored for LGH’s workforce, but utilize contextualized modules developed through the Transformation Agenda. This program aims to boost employee effectiveness and advancement opportunities, add to patient satisfaction, and help facilitate improved patient care.

Mount Wachusett Community College

Mount Wachusett Community College has successfully received Rapid Response funding training for healthcare employees of Heywood Hospital in suicide prevention. Unfortunately, Gardner and its surrounding area has experienced a suicide rate that far exceeds the state average. With this grant, Mount Wachusett Community College will be partnering with Heywood hospital to offer training in proven suicide prevention training techniques with 734 healthcare workers within the hospital system from across the system of care--which will include current incumbent workers as well as new hires. Those trained will include primary care providers, nurses, and other allied health workers, increasing the likelihood that a patient considering suicide will encounter an intervention within the healthcare system.

North Shore Community College

North Shore Community College will be working with Chelsea Jewish Foundation, which oversees provides several allied health services such as 24-hour nursing, long term care, assisted living, short and long term rehabilitation, etc. CJF has a growing need for Nurse Assistant/Home Health Aides, and this project will provide onsite CNA/Home Health Alde instruction for current CJF workers. To fill projected need, CJF will target
those working at CJF not currently on a health care career pathway (housekeepers and maintenance workers) as well as some new workers.

Northern Essex Community College

Northern Essex will be working to support Mainstream Global, a 12-year old Hispanic-owned business based in Lawrence that specializes in sustainable reverse supply chain solutions. Mainstream Global needs training for its current workers in information technology and communication skills in order to create greater efficiencies and grow their business. The training will be tailored to meet the needs of the company, and will allow for greater career growth of employee participants.

Roxbury Community College

Roxbury Community College is working with two clean energy employers—SolarCity, Inc, and Victory Energy Solutions, for two short term program to advance the skills of their workers. This training will result in two key industry certifications for participants, Business Performance Institute (BPI) Building Analyst and training for the North American Board of Certified Energy Practitioners PV Installation Professional Certification. The proposed training will allow both companies to train current workers to meet market demand and career growth within their company, allowing future hiring of additional employees.